
Date:

ABC Corporation

Cost Estimate:     ¥210,500

Subject: Food Replicas

Description Quantity Price 
(JPY)

Total Price 
(JPY)

Total Price 
 (USD 

Equivalent)

Total Price 
 (EUR 

Equivalent)

Total Price 
 (SGD 

Equivalent)

Greek Salad 1 ¥11,300 ¥11,300 $101 €95 SGD142

Shrimp Caesar Salad 1 ¥11,300 ¥11,300 $101 €95 SGD142

Olivier (Russian salad) 1 ¥11,900 ¥11,900 $107 €100 SGD149

Meatball noodle soup 1 ¥11,300 ¥11,300 $101 €95 SGD142

Borsch 1 ¥9,900 ¥9,900 $89 €83 SGD124

Pumpkin soup 1 ¥9,900 ¥9,900 $89 €83 SGD124

Margherita pizza 1 ¥15,800 ¥15,800 $142 €133 SGD198

Grilled salmon with vegetables 1 ¥11,900 ¥11,900 $107 €100 SGD149

Pelmeni 1 ¥11,900 ¥11,900 $107 €100 SGD149

New York Cheesecake 1 ¥10,600 ¥10,600 $95 €89 SGD133

Ice Cream Sundae 1 ¥10,600 ¥10,600 $95 €89 SGD133

Chocolate fondant 1 ¥10,600 ¥10,600 $95 €89 SGD133

Oatmeal with berries 1 ¥11,900 ¥11,900 $107 €100 SGD149

Muesli and yoghurt cup with berries 1 ¥10,600 ¥10,600 $95 €89 SGD133

Fried eggs with green peas 1 ¥9,900 ¥9,900 $89 €83 SGD124

Mojito 1 ¥6,700 ¥6,700 $60 €56 SGD84

Long Island Ice Tea 1 ¥6,700 ¥6,700 $60 €56 SGD84

Sex on the beach 1 ¥6,700 ¥6,700 $60 €56 SGD84

Assorted Sushi Ver. 2 Replica 1 ¥13,500 ¥13,500 $121 €114 SGD169

Wooden cradles 15 ¥500 ¥7,500 $67 €63 SGD94

¥210,500 $1,890 €1,773 SGD2,641

* If you are unable to supply the physical item(s) for us to 
make a replica, understand that the color, design, size, and 
details of the item(s) will be slightly different due to being 
handmade

* We request for you to send us all dishware as shown in your 
photos. If you are unable to do so, we can try to find similar 
size dishware here in Japan but make no promises in regards to 
the exact size, design, etc. In addition, you will be billed for 
any dishware that we purchase on your behalf.

* The project will commence after at least 50% of the agreed 
payment (JPY figure) has been received in full

* Shipping fee is not included.  Shipping options and pricing 
will be provided after the order has been completed and 
accurately weighed

* For orders processed via PayPal, a 3.9% processing fee (+40 
yen) will be added

* For orders processed via International Bank Wire Transfer, the 
customer is responsible for ALL bank fees (sender's bank & 
beneficiary's bank) and ANY currency exchange rates (if 
applicable) *Beneficiary's Bank Fees = 4,000 Yen

* Estimated time to complete this order is 6-8 weeks

* Photos will be sent for confirmation towards the end of the 
manufacturing process. Some changes to your items can be 
made at that time for free. Any changes you would like 
afterwards can be made for an additional cost.

* If you would like anything added to your item(s) that wasn't 
originally shown in the photos or indicated in writing prior to 
the start of the production process of your item(s), there will 
be an additional cost assessed to cover this change.
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